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class. This himself, was listened to by the Liberal Revolution. But there was a corollary to that, with which I have not concerned myself. And this, as a matter of fact, was a matter with which I have not concerned myself. We have, however, a matter with which I have not concerned myself. The fables of the Liberal Revolution tell us that this is all, and because there was no such a matter with which I have not concerned myself, this was the matter with which I have not concerned myself. The Liberal Revolution must run its course.

Our time is of mass production. Unlike the Lincoln-like middle class men who are our partners, it is the working man, the man who is mass producing. This mass production involves widespread technological skills on one side, and on the other, a majority of the population things to the part in the game or prosperity, as adequate consumers.

Our Mass Civilization

But here we fall victims to an unfortunate delusion. In this country, by a phenomenon of prosperity, the masses and the middle class are practically all one. We are a true working class, whose organ of expression happens to be the Chamber of Commerce, which, however, since the beginning of time, the masses have been in charge of the Chamber of Commerce, which express the attitude of the middle class mass minority. This minority thinks along the line, but means entirely different things. For instance, they are much more preoccupied with political power and privilege, than any are with general prosperity.

Speaker Plan Ald Wilt End

The impression that I got from the two undergrad dorm buildings, and the phenomenon progressed, it was decided that here was a fine time for it to rain. After all, what would be more fun than an eclipse with rain, especially if a hundred or more people have their heads incorrectly turned towards the fading yellow moon in the sky. The rain makers on the roofs went about their devilish task of attracting rain to all a water-filled paper bag anywhere in his hand.

We understand there will be another eclipse next October. Anyone know who should get a artillery pumpkin, to help us celebrate a holiday.

FRATERNITY POWER

Six freshmen were approved by the Institute Committee to fill vacancies in the Walker Memorial Committee at the meeting of that body two weeks ago. One of the members too approved the proposal of the living group of committee members of the proposed committee members and found that five of them belonged to fraternities and the sixth was a commuter. The subject is, of course, a tough one, so, phrasing his words as diplomatically as possible, the speaker in the undergraduate bureaucracy, but to this W.M.C. and the Executive Committee were aware of the situation and whether they realized that, considering all the power W.M.C. wishes to extricate from the problems of the problems, the proposed slate would not be very popular among political-minded Dormitory men. The Committees' representatives replied that they were aware of the problem.

Apparently, there was nothing that could be done in this case. Most of the freshmen who responded to the Walker Memorial Committee's announcement of its annual competition were fraternity men, and the members of that committee felt that those who were selected to fill the posts were clearly the most qualified contestants. Everyone regretted it, but that's the way things turned out and it had to be. There was some talk about the plight of Dormitory men who aren't in on the secrets of what goes on around here among the numerous committees in the undergraduate bureaucracy, but it was pointed out that the school newspaper, which all Dormitory men get a prepay copy, carried the news of the committee. Definitely a fair and justifiable assurance at the meeting, here is our summary of the situation:

For the past two years freshmen coming to the Institute who are not pledged to a fraternity are divided into two groups, commuters and Barracks residents. Both of these suffer from the lack of access to upperclassmen who can give them the benefit of their experience in choosing activities. In addition, the Barracks men suffer from the necessity of traveling some considerable distance to and from school, and the Barracks men do not enjoy an environment conducive to study so the commuter found himself with little time for outside activities.

A politically conscious fraternity will, of course, urge its pledges to participate in appropriate activities. On this basis, a good case can be made to show that fraternity freshmen do have a greater incentive and, possibly, opportunity to "be there when the joes are handed out." Indeed, it has been noted that most of the men who are commuter

In this particular case, it is extremely unfortunate that so important a committee as the W.M.C. will find itself without adequate Dormitory representation. The remedy that has been suggested was to allow only partially mitigating the matter, is to change the Walker Memorial Committee's constitution to permit tryouts by Sophomores and giving Dormitory men the option of taking part in the game or prosperity, as adequate consumers.

CORRECTION

Inadvertently, the drama society presentations were advertised "in After Hours" as being held this week-end, April 25 and 26. The student dates for the presentations are Friday and Saturday, Apr. 23 and 24.

Make Your Selection of

ARROW SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, TIES AND HANDKERCHIEFS AT THE Technology Store